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This project trials the introduction of an eBook elective in the
Graphic Design course at AUT University, and addresses a
growing need to apply good design principles across both print
and digital publishing environments. Multimodality is becoming
a vital skill throughout tertiary education, and it is crucial to an
art and design and to a teritary institute that prides itself on its
ability to produce industry-prepared students, and informed
and capable staff.

of their analogue books and/or a
portfolio as multimedia eBooks.
This elective was about exploring
ePublication of new ebooks or
existing personal (hardcopy)
projects. Students were required
to bring content formatted in
Adobe InDesign, and create
multimedia components that
they wanted to add to their
eBook. Content needed to
be original work and be fully
referenced for publication
through AUT publishing license.
The resulting eBooks each
carried a strong individual
design signature, and were well
designed. The topics ranged
from an eBook advertising a
new clothing range, The Iconic
mini - an eBook to accompany
a classic 1980s mini at car
shows, ePortfolios, and several
multimodal books with both
hardcopy and eBook formats.
To get teaching staff up to speed,
a series of preparatory training
workshops in DPS publication
were run by Hohepa Spooner
(who manages the AUT publishing
platform) before the start of the
student elective. These were attended by staff members from a variety of departments, as well as
the three graduating students (Kate Wanless, Reece Howard, and Ellyse McLeod) who were engaged
to learn the eBook publishing work-flow and assist the elective students individually.

AIMS
In Communication Design, eBook publication and interface design is a rapidly growing field.
Traditionally the Graphics course has involved designing books for print, and binding books by hand.
However, graduates today also need digital publishing skills to be able to present well-designed
content in multiple formats that have the enhanced communication and interactivity of eBooks
for iPads, but which maintain the integrity of fixed page design. The advent of InDesign CS6 makes
it viable to give both students and staff the opportunity to creatively engage with new publishing
software and to develop eBook publications through the AUT Adobe DPS publishing license
(to be read in iBooks). This high-end design capability allows for full control over page design (unlike
flowing text EPUBs), and is currently not taught anywhere in the Bachelor of Design (BDes) degrees,
so this elective feeds into necessary curriculum development.
The wider aims of this project were to expand eBook publication
capability throughout AUT University through the Centre for
Learning and Teaching. The development of this series of workshops
in DPS publication from InDesign also provided a training ground for
a group of lecturers from across the University, and an opportunity
to train three graduating students as potential Learning and Teaching
Technology Enablers (LATTE’s) or teaching assistants.
CONTEXT
This eBook elective initiative builds on the first-year project
Graphic Design and 21st Century Bookworks: Implementing multimodal strategies to include e-pub and interactive PDF formats to
complement traditional book formats, which was made possible
by a CfLAT Latent Feloowship grant for ten iPads in 2012. Student
feedback (SEPS 2012) indicated that a number of students wanted to
continue the digital literacy initiative with iPads in their second year.
OUTCOMES
An eBook elective was developed and implemented by Lesley Kaiser
in conjunction with Hohepa Spooner, and offered to second year
BDes students. Ten students enrolled and were invited to publish any
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IMPLICATIONS
In addition to promoting creativity, curiosity and analytical abilities in the current Graphics
programme, this project has initiated curriculum developments in eBook publication. The current
BDes degree at AUT University changes in 2014 to a new minor/major structure, and design for
mobile devices will be a significant component of the new Communication Design department.

“One of the most significant implications of the
project has been the training of a pool of staff
and students who can now effectively utilise
the Adobe Digital Publishing Suite (DPS) and
pass on their knowhow to others”

One of the most significant
implications of the project has
been the training of a pool of
staff and students who can now
effectively utilise the Adobe
Digital Publishing Suite (DPS) and
pass on their knowhow to others,
thereby enhancing student
experience and strengthen
engagement with elearning.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
This initiative feeds into
development of digital learning
resources and epublishing not
only in the BDes degree but
across the University. Potential
teaching staff and LATTE’s at the
Centre for Learning and Teaching
are now equipped to assist staff
to use the Adobe DPS for both
research publications and for
teaching handbooks that are
formatted for mobile devices.
Graduates too will be better
prepared for a rapidly changing
design Industry.

